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WHY USING ‘THE LATEST TECHNOLOGY’
SIMPLY ISN’T ENOUGH
Automotive suppliers know a key competitive advantage
is having the best technology—and knowing how to use it
an Barrie, president, Advance Trunnion on order and one HB 32/45- a growth market, you can’t work that
Precision Ltd., has spent 20 years 16. We’ve nearly doubled our machine way and expect to succeed. We’ve
inside the automotive industry, so he capacity in about a year. The growth that focused on a single technology, and we
knows something about what it was anticipated back in 1994 is indeed don’t see any advantage to bringing variexpects—as well as its somewhat unpre- happening. We now run three shifts, five ables into our manufacturing strategy.
dictable nature.
days a week, 120 hours making seat belt What we do intend is to exploit fully the
According to Barrie, a major competi- and air conditioning components. We’ve technology we have.”
tive driver is the technology one
Variables outside control
selects. “Early on, our parent comAs an automotive supplier, Barrie
pany, General Kinetics, made the
finds himself literally in the middle
decision to go 100 percent autoof the flow of supply and demand,
motive,” he says. “The company
a flow that is often outside his conwas already machining automotive
trol. On the one hand, trying to
parts and recognized a potential
anticipate the automotive sector’s
for substantial growth. It carved
needs is very difficult. ‘We’re near
out an aggressive strategy to tether
the end of the chain in terms of the
its growth and success to its autobuild cycle,” he says, “and we get
motive customers.” General
sourced relatively late. As a conseKinetics knew, however, that it
quence, our inventory fluctuations
would need an advantage to sucare quite steep. Some months our
ceed in a business that was heavily
customers will think they’ve got
populated by established screw
plenty of parts, and they’ll reduce
machine houses. The advantage it
orders. Then, they’ll work a couple
looked to was rotary transfer
of days overtime and suddenly
machine
technology
from
need more parts—right now. We’re
Hydromat Inc., St. Louis, MO.
working on systems that will let us
The first Hydromat was delivdeal with these swings without
ered in 1994. By 1998 General
Kinetics had seven Hydromats. In “The key to making these parts—to being competitive— having to relay on buffered inven1999, the automotive business was is learning how to fully exploit the technology at hand,” tories.”
spun off as a separate company, Barrie says. “Plus, having the right technology at hand.” On the other hand, those who
supply Barrie with raw materials—
Advance Precision, as was the
remaining division of General Kinetics, enough space for 20 Hydromats, and we steel, aluminum, brass—create another
General Kinetics Engineering, a manu- feel that’s a good marginal size for a balancing act. For example, certain
facturer of shock absorbers for off-road plant: 20 machines, three shifts, five steels may have a five to six month
delivery window, creating a problem trymilitary applications: tanks, howitzers days a week.”
Barrie suggests that there are no plans ing to align raw material availability
and other heavy-duty equipment.
Two years ago, when Advance moved to dilute the technology stable. “I’ve got with anticipated customer demand. A
to its current 26,000-square-foot facility a limited background in machining,” he similar situation exists in sourcing cutlocated in Mississauga, ON, Canada, it says, “but I know this much: You can go ting tools. In this case, it’s getting suphad seven Hydromat machines. Barrie into a typical machine shop and find 10 pliers to deliver good perishable tools
says: “Today we’ve got 11: nine HW to 15 different types of machines, and where they’re needed, when they’re
25/12s, two Trunnion V-12s, one none of them will be fully optimized. In needed. The operative word here is
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“good” in that the tools must be consistent. Putting inconsistent tools on a
rotary transfer machine results in stopping and adjusting every time a tool is
changed which, in turn, leads to unnecessary down time.
“We’re trying to address these issues
by consolidating purchasing to singlesource providers,” Barrie says. “We’re
hoping to build enough muscle to make
our suppliers sit up and take notice and
perhaps address our needs differently.
Our customers expect us to deliver quality at a fair price and on time. They don’t
want to carry our inventory, nor do we
wish to carry more supplier inventory
than we need.”

had to be drilled in a single operation,
the cycle time would be 12 to 14 seconds. Due to this flexibility and repeatability, Barrie says he can build a part a
number of ways, selecting the sequences
that deliver the best cycle time and the
highest productivity.
“The key is making these parts—to
being competitive—is learning how to
fully exploit the technology at hand,”
Barrie says. “Plus, having the right
technology at hand.”

higher inventories and so on. So, we
select parts that fall within our comfort
zone, and these are primarily families of
parts with high volumes.”
A family of parts can be defined as
those that can be produced with the
same machine units. The idea is to keep
such a family on the same machine,
thereby reducing the down time associated with machine changeover. An
example of the part-family strategy is
having one part run on three machines,
another run on two machines and three
Sensible strategy
parts on one machine, all the time.
Clearly trying technology to an overall
“We run 60 percent steel, 35 percent
manufacturing/ machining strategy— aluminum and 5 percent brass,” Barrie
says. “The steels are 12L14,
12L15, 1144 stress-proof and
Competitive edge(s)
1144 fatigue-proof. Every part is
Precision rotary transfer
of a different material, or at least
machine technology provides
a different diameter of the same
Advance Precision with a nummaterial. Each has its own unique
ber of advantages. One is consisbar stock.”
tent part quality. Barrie points
Another example of the family
out that most of the parts that
approach: one part in two diameAdvance Precision makes are
ters, 17mm and 19mm. Each is
processed automatically, in bowl
produced in steel, aluminum and
feeders or automated assembly
brass, so in effect there are six
systems. Thus, consistent part
parts, two different diameters,
quality, batch to batch, is critical.
three materials. Which requires
“Our parts have to be exactly the
some degree of compromise. The
same, every time, which allows
high volumes are in the steel and
our customers to process parts
aluminum, so rather than change
without fear that an inconsistent
tooling for the brass part, it is
part will shut down their
machined with the same tooling
automation.”
as the two other materials.
Another edge relates to cost.
“Employing an effective
The ability to produce parts at a “We run 60 percent steel, 35 percent aluminum and 5 per- machining strategy means we
lower cost than might be cent brass,” Barrie says. The steels are 12L14, 12L15, 1144 can operate comfortably at
achieved by other processes is a stress-proof and 1144 fatigue-proof. Every part is of a differ- around 85 percent efficiency,”
real strength. However, Barrie ent material, or at least a different diameter of the same Barrie says. ‘We measure efficoncedes he’s really not compet- material.
ciency by the number of good
itive if a part can be screw
parts we make during 120 hours
machined in one operation, finished and one that addresses goals, provides con- every week. We pretty consistently run
shipped. If a part requires two or three tinuous improvement and results in 80 percent to 85 percent. And we’re
secondary operations—even a single growth—is just good business. In really pouring the parts through to the
secondary operation—then Advance Barrie’s case such a strategy must also tune of 22 million to 24 million a year.
Precision becomes very competitive.
make “sense.”
And that’s on the rise.”
“Single fixturing gives us consistent
“We’ve developed a machining straterepeatability,” he says. “There’s no gy that allows us to operate within the The quality issue
“The automotive industry preached
refixturing or handling to throw parts scope of our manufacturing capability,”
out of tolerance. Further, the longest Barrie says. “What we try to do is to quality, quality, quality for 30 years,”
cycle time of a given single station only produce parts that fall well within Barrie says, “while the subtext was actubecomes the net cycle time for the entire that capability, and then raise our capa- ally, price, price, price. Today, I feel
process, whereas in CNC the cycle time bility to higher levels through continu- much of that has changed—not that
is an accumulation of every operation.”
ous improvement. So, we’re not running price and delivery aren’t mandated.
Barrie uses a 31/2˝ long part as an exam- at the upper limit or pushing the enve- They are. But the industry has learned
ple. The part requires a through-hole. On lope—that would require constant that quality does save money, internally
the rotary transfer machine, the hole can rethinking, changing, process reinven- and in warranty costs. It’s worth somebe drilled in four stations at a cycle time tion. The result would be lower produc- thing, and the industry now won’t pay
of about six seconds. If the same hole tivity, longer cycle times, more scrap, for anything less than consistent, reliable
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computer, and the data taken from the
measurement is automatically downloaded and analyzed. The computer then
prompts the operator and tells him if the
process is in control, is drifting, or if a
tool is wearing or needs to be changed.
“The system does what an operator
would do in analyzing SPC charts,”
Barrie says. “To give you an idea how
sensitive the system is, when we do
change a tool and then gage the first part,
the computer will say ‘Stop running. The
process has changed.’ We then have to
override the system and tell it that we’ve
changed a tool. Then, and only then, will
we be able to proceed.”
“Single fixturing gives us consistent
repeatability,” says Barrie. “There’s no
refixturing or handling to throw parts
out of tolerance. Further, the longest
cycle time of a given single situation
becomes the net cycle time for the entire
process, whereas in CNC the cycle time is
an accumulation of every operation.”

quality. To be competitive in this arena,
you’ve got to deliver quality on time,
every time.”
Because of its military customer base,
Advance Precision’s once-parent company, General Kinetics, toed the quality
line at the military (or MIL Spec) level.
Today, Advance Precision has taken this
level to entirely new realms. Why? It’s
simple: When one makes parts at four or
five a second, one doesn’t want to make
them wrong for too long.
“We have a quality assurance group
that sets our control plans,” Barrie says,
“but our operators and production people
carry out those plans. We use a sophisticated Altegra SPC system that works
with the machine control.”
Each part number—with tolerances,
dimensions, materials and tools—is in
the computer. When an operator checks a
part, the gage he uses is connected to the

Doing the homework
Barrie says: “If you’re going to lock
into one technology, like precision rotary
transfer machines, you’ve got to look at
all the angles. What’s this technology
cost? How long will it last? How does it
fit into a machining strategy? Are there
alternative technologies that are equally
robust and flexible yet less expensive?
What about service and support?”
Once the technology choice is made,
Barrie says, it’s up to the user to thoroughly study and understand the subtle
nuances of the technology. That’s the
only way to turn a substantial investment into a tool for continued growth.
And this means doing serious homework and committing to continuous
training.
Barrie is unequivocal on the subject of
training. His workforce of 41 goes
through some 30 hours of formal training
per year, almost all tightly focused on
manufacturing. If you don’t have a good
manufacturing team, he says, no matter
how good your sales and marketing
efforts are, you’ll not go anywhere.
In fact, this has been a major thrust at
Advance Precision: drilling down deep
into the technology—turning it inside

out, standing it on its head, peering
inside, asking “what if?” What if we built
the part this way instead of that? Can we
squeeze in another operation? Can we
further reduce cycle time by a second?
Barrie uses an example drawn from
earlier in his career when he was
involved in magnesium die casting.
“The technology was vintage second
World War, so it’s not like it was anything new,” Barrie says. “Many of those
die casting magnesium were primarily
aluminum die casters who occasionally
ran magnesium. They couldn’t get good
parts and felt it was a terrible material.
We, however, only cast magnesium, so
if we weren’t successful in magnesium,
we weren’t going to be successful, period. Which meant we really had to know
magnesium. And once we thoroughly
understood the process, we found it was
cheaper to cast magnesium than aluminum. But we didn’t get to this point
easily - we had to really immerse ourselves in the entire process. I’m convinced those who had trouble with magnesium did so because they didn’t spend
enough time focusing on it.”
Which may be anecdotal, but the
essence of that experience today serves
as the core of Advance Precision’s philosophy regarding technology. “We
spend a great deal of time working on
maximizing productivity,” Barrie says.
“We don’t want to, or expect to, know
the technology as well as they do in St.
Louis. But we do expect to know it well
enough to make top quality parts—consistently, reliably and to the requirements of our customers. As we do that,
we’ll be more than just competitive; our
competition will be trying to figure out
how to compete with us, long after
we’ve passed them by.”
Advance Precision Ltd., Mississauga, Ontario, Canada. Hydromat,
Inc., St. Louis, MO.
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